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Cell density and actomyosin contractility control 
the organization of migrating collectives within 
an epithelium
ABSTRACT The mechanisms underlying collective migration are important for understand-
ing development, wound healing, and tumor invasion. Here we focus on cell density to de-
termine its role in collective migration. Our findings show that increasing cell density, as 
might be seen in cancer, transforms groups from broad collectives to small, narrow streams. 
Conversely, diminishing cell density, as might occur at a wound front, leads to large, broad 
collectives with a distinct leader–follower structure. Simulations identify force-sensitive con-
tractility as a mediator of how density affects collectives, and guided by this prediction, we 
find that the baseline state of contractility can enhance or reduce organization. Finally, we 
test predictions from these data in an in vivo epithelium by using genetic manipulations to 
drive collective motion between predicted migratory phases. This work demonstrates how 
commonly altered cellular properties can prime groups of cells to adopt migration patterns 
that may be harnessed in health or exploited in disease.
INTRODUCTION
Collective migration of cells underlies embryonic development, tis-
sue regeneration, and tumor invasion (Krawczyk, 1971; Ewald et al., 
2008; Friedl and Gilmour, 2009). In these processes, cells coordinate 
their individual motions to productively migrate in groups, giving rise 
to intricate branching structures (e.g., breast development), covering 
injured areas while retaining tissue integrity (e.g., skin wound heal-
ing), or invading into surrounding tissue (e.g., cancer metastasis).
To understand the complex behaviors of groups of cells, parallels 
have been made to other crowded physical systems, including sol-
ids, liquids, and amorphous glasses (Angelini et al., 2011; Puliafito 
et al., 2012; Nnetu et al., 2013; Sadati et al., 2013; Deforet et al., 
2014; Bi et al., 2015, 2016; Garcia et al., 2015). These studies find 
similarities but also highlight that unlike standard physical systems, 
cellular tissues fall into a class of materials known as active matter 
(Angelini et al., 2011), meaning that cells internally generate their 
own migratory forces. Furthermore, cells are mechanosensitive and 
mechanoresponsive and can be physically coupled to one another, 
allowing cells to directly affect their neighbors (Chen et al., 2004; 
Das et al., 2015). The types of collective motion that can form in 
these force-generating systems and the properties that control or-
ganization and motion are only partially understood.
Cell density has been implicated as an important property influ-
encing the behavior of groups of cells, but how collective migration 
is specifically affected and through which mechanisms are not com-
pletely known (Angelini et al., 2011; Nnetu et al., 2013; Vedel et al., 
2013). Understanding this effect is of broad importance because 
shifts in cell density underlie many biological processes in which 
collective migration occurs. In development and early cancer, 
for example, the level of cell proliferation is high (Cooper, 2000; 
Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). In the former, it is closely regulated 
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face creates free space and the stimulus for 
directed migration to repair the denuded 
surface (Poujade et al., 2007). In contrast to 
development and cancer, this wound addi-
tionally produces a local drop in cell density 
extending multiple rows back from the site 
of injury (Krawczyk, 1971). This decrease in 
cell density therefore may affect the organi-
zation and collective migration of cells at 
the leading edge. A more complete under-
standing of the role of cell density in collec-
tive migration may allow for predictions as 
to how changes in tissue states generate 
the migratory behaviors that emerge.
In this study, we asked how cell density 
affects the collective organization and 
movement of cells within a model epithe-
lium. The express purpose was to develop 
a quantitative model of collective cell mi-
gration, and through experiment and sim-
ulation, we identify force-sensitive con-
tractility as a mediator of the response of 
collective migration to increasing density. 
This iterative approach led to the develop-
ment of a phase diagram of cell migration 
summarizing changes in collective behav-
ior in response to changes in cell density 
and cell–cell contractility. We then tested 
the predictive value of this phase diagram 
in an in vivo epithelium. Through genetic 
manipulations altering cell density and 
contractility, we were able to drive the 
Drosophila ovarian follicular epithelium 
from one predicted migratory phase to 
another.
RESULTS
Collective cell migration within an 
epithelium exhibits two distinct 
responses to increasing cell density
To develop a quantitative model describ-
ing how cells organize into collective 
groups within an epithelium, we asked 
how changing cell density within a conflu-
ent epithelial monolayer affected collec-
tive migration. Human breast epithelial 
cells (MCF10A) were plated in confluent 
monolayers, and time-lapse videos span-
ning 2.3 mm2 were acquired across a range 
of cell densities. Cell density was mea-
sured for each field of view using a nuclear 
label (Supplemental Figure S1A). Density 
was varied by plating a constant number of 
cells and taking measurements at progres-
sively longer times; however, measure-
ments made at the same time on more 
densely plated cells yielded similar results 
(Supplemental Figure S1, B–E).
Qualitatively, motion within the monolayer was highly orga-
nized at low density, with large groups of cells moving together in 
similar directions (Figure 1A and Supplemental Video S1). At high 
density, cell movement was more heterogeneous, and groups of 
latter, this proliferation is dysregulated, leading to abnormal expan-
sion of cells within tissues. In both instances, cell proliferation may 
increase cell density within a tissue and thereby influence the mi-
gratory dynamics of constituent cells. A wound to an epithelial sur-
FIGURE 1: Local and regional organization of collective migration within an epithelium. 
(A) Heatmap overlay of cell velocity for low-density WT cells with migration direction and speed 
encoded with color hue and intensity, respectively. (B) Same as A for high-density WT cells. Scale 
bars, 100 μm (A, B). (C) Radial correlation for WT cells across a range of densities. Red arrow 
denotes ρ, the distance over which radial correlation decayed to zero for low-density WT cells. 
(D) Fitting function used to measure correlation length (purple, λ) and plateau value (red, Cρ). 
(E) Radial correlation for αcatKD cells across a range of densities. (F) Value of correlation length 
(λ) obtained by fitting curves to Eq. 1. (G) Value of plateau value (Cρ) obtained by fitting curves 
to Eq. 1. (H) Diagram of the vertex model and vertex force balance used to simulate epithelial 
migration. (I) Radial correlation curves for simulated epithelial migration using the constant 
contractility model. (J) Radial correlation curves for simulated epithelial migration using the 
biomechanical contractility model. (K) Value of correlation length (λ) obtained by fitting constant 
contractility (CCM) and biomechanical contractility (BCM) correlation curves. (L) Radial 
correlations for simulated epithelial migration at low density for the biomechanical contractility 
model (BCM) and variations of the model: low adhesion (LA), low friction (LF), and low 
contractility coupling (LC). (M) Value of correlation length (λ) for the various models in L. Error 
bars and envelopes are SEM. For C and E–G, each density is the mean of 14 (WT) or 6 (αcatKD) 
2.3-mm2 regions (four 10× fields per region). For I–M, data are mean values from three 
simulations. See Supplemental Tables S2 and S3 for simulated cell type parameters. Student’s 
t test was used to assess significance. NS, not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. See also 
Supplemental Videos S1 and S2.
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advantageous for simulating epithelial cell migration because they 
incorporate the connected nature of epithelia, cell shape changes, 
neighbor rearrangements, and a range of forces driving cell motion 
(Fletcher et al., 2014). For a detailed description of the model and 
the values of parameters used, see the Supplemental Experimental 
Procedures and Supplemental Tables S2 and S3. Briefly, each cell is 
represented as a polygon with shared vertices and edges. Migration 
is governed by motion of their vertices and arises from passive (elas-
tic and adhesive), frictional, and active (protrusive and contractile) 
forces.
On the basis of previous modeling of cell sheets confined to cir-
cular regions (Li and Sun, 2014), we simulated the migration of 1000 
cells under conditions of constant protrusive and contractile forces, 
referred to as the constant contractility model. These simulations 
captured low-density WT behavior (Figure 1I); however, organiza-
tion was not responsive to changes in density (Figure 1K). We there-
fore modified the vertex model to incorporate dynamic signaling of 
Rho-ROCK-myosin II activation sensitive to the physical environ-
ment of each cell, referred to as the biomechanical contractility 
model (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Supple-
mental Figure S2K). This model is based on the observation that 
cells actively respond to externally applied mechanical forces by in-
creasing myosin activation (Koride et al., 2014). The biomechanical 
contractility model predicted local organization across all densities, 
including the paradoxical decrease in local organization with in-
creasing density (Figure 1, J and K). The experimental trend in re-
gional organization was not observed, however. This reflects a limi-
tation of the periodic boundary conditions used in the simulation, 
which influence long-distance correlations. Performing simulations 
of larger size reduced this effect but still showed influence of the 
periodic boundary conditions (Supplemental Figure S1, L and M). 
For this reason, we focused the simulation on examining local 
organization.
Given the requirement of α-catenin for local organization at low 
density, we asked whether the simulation could inform how it does 
so. Reducing α-catenin may affect a number of model parameters, 
including cell–cell adhesion and cell–cell friction. Reducing cell–cell 
adhesion or cell–cell friction alone did not reduce local organization 
(λ) at low density (Figure 1, L and M); however, it is unlikely these 
properties can be modified in isolation in cells. Beyond reducing 
adhesion, depletion of α-catenin likely reduced the coupling of con-
tractile forces between cells. Reducing the parameter governing 
contractile force coupling diminished local organization at low den-
sity (Figure 1, L and M), consistent with experimental observations 
(Figure 1E).
In summary, simulations identified a critical role for active con-
tractility in organizing collective motion within an epithelium in re-
sponse to changing cell density.
Regulated actomyosin contractility drives collective migration
Migration in the biomechanical model is driven by the state of the 
active contractility signaling system, providing experimentally test-
able predictions regarding activation of the Rho-ROCK-myosin II 
pathway. Mean simulated cell–cell contractile activity was found to 
decrease with increasing density (Figure 2A). To test this prediction 
experimentally, we plated cells in a density gradient spanning 8 to 
20 μm in mean cell radius across a distance of 1 cm (Figure 2B). As 
a measure for actomyosin contractility, we measured the phosphory-
lated myosin light chain (pMLC) staining intensity per cell by quanti-
tative immunofluorescence and found it to decrease with increasing 
cell density (Figure 2C). Supporting these data, measurement of 
pMLC intensity per cell with the same methods used to control 
similarly moving cells appeared smaller (Figure 1B and Supple-
mental Video S2). Although mobility decreased with increasing 
density, migration remained superdiffusive across the range in cell 
density (Supplemental Figure S1, H–K). To quantify organization 
while adjusting for changes in cell size, we computed a radial spa-
tial autocorrelation function for the measured velocity field (see the 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures) with distance normalized 
by mean cell radius. This function has a value of 1 when motion is 
aligned and 0 when motion is random and is referred to here as 
radial correlation because correlations are computed only as a 
function of radial distance between observations. At low density, 
radial correlation decayed to ∼0 at a distance of 34 cell radii (red 
arrow, Figure 1C). This value, ρ, served as a reference distance over 
which organization turned to random motion in low-density epithe-
lia. Increasing density led to a faster early decay in radial correla-
tion; however, the curve then plateaued, remaining >0 at the refer-
ence distance of ρ = 34 cell radii (Figure 1C and Supplemental 
Figure S1G).
These results suggested the presence of two length scales of 
organization. To determine this, we measured the initial decay rate 
and the correlation plateau value by fitting each correlation curve to 
the following function:
C r C e C1 r /( )( ) = − +ρ λ ρ−  (1)
where C is the correlation at distance r, Cρ is the correlation plateau 
value evaluated at a distance of ρ = 34 cell radii, and λ is the correla-
tion decay length (Figure 1D). The two variables λ and Cρ identify 
two scales of organization. The parameter λ is a measure of local 
organization, and Cρ is a measure of broader regional organization 
describing how local groups are organized relative to each other. 
Higher values of both λ and Cρ correspond to increased order. Cor-
relation curves were fitted using data out to 40 cell radii, where the 
form of the fitting function remained valid; however, fitting to a 
mixed exponential-linear decay model, which matches data out to 
100 cell radii, produced results in close agreement (Supplemental 
Figure S2, E–I).
We found that epithelia exhibited two distinct responses to in-
creasing cell density that differentially affected these two length 
scales. First, local organization (λ) decreased with increasing density, 
indicating a paradoxical decrease in local collective cell organization 
with increasing density. Second, regional organization (Cρ) increased 
with increasing density (Figure 1, F and G).
The observed effects at high density could involve specific 
cell–cell adhesion contacts (e.g., E-cadherin mediated) or a more 
general phenomenon involving cell packing (Huttenlocher et al., 
1998; Trappe et al., 2001). To distinguish between these possibili-
ties, we depleted α-catenin using a specific small hairpin RNA 
(shRNAi; Supplemental Figure S1F; Bajpai et al., 2008). α-Catenin 
is a key component linking cadherin bonds to the actin cytoskel-
eton and as such is required for strong epithelial cell–cell adhesion 
(Nagafuchi et al., 1994). In α-catenin–depleted cells, local organi-
zation (λ) remained low across all densities, but regional organiza-
tion (Cρ) dramatically increased with increasing density (Figure 1E). 
Therefore cell–cell adhesion appeared necessary to produce the 
high local organization seen in wild-type (WT) epithelia at low 
density, and the increase in regional organization seen in WT epi-
thelia at high density was enhanced by a reduction of functional 
cell–cell adhesion.
To facilitate determining the underlying physical cause(s) of this 
density response, we formulated a two-dimensional (2D) vertex 
model of monolayer migration (Figure 1H). Vertex models are 
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hypothesized that changing baseline levels 
of actomyosin contractility would alter how 
cells responded to changes in density. Acto-
myosin contractility was reduced by treating 
cells with ROCK inhibitor Y27632 or Fasudil 
(Supplemental Figure S2B) or increased by 
stably expressing constitutively active Rho 
(RhoCA) (Supplemental Figure S2C). At low 
density, both decreasing and increasing ac-
tomyosin contractility diminished local orga-
nization (λ) without affecting regional orga-
nization (Cρ; Figure 2, H–K). At high density, 
decreasing or increasing contractility led to 
small differences in local organization rela-
tive to WT (Figure 2J). In contrast, regional 
organization showed larger differences rela-
tive to WT, increasing in cells with reduced 
contractility and decreasing in cells with in-
creased contractility (Figure 2K).
In summary, these experiments indicated 
that the baseline state of actomyosin con-
tractility altered the effect of cell density on 
collective migration.
Directional correlations reveal 
transitions in collective shape
Inspection of time-lapse videos suggested 
that changes in the shape or pattern of col-
lective groups accompanied changes in 
collective size (Supplemental Videos S3 
and S4) and that measuring radial correla-
tion alone masked these patterns. For ex-
ample, in contracting regions (i.e., cells 
converging on a point), correlations in the 
direction of travel may be low or negative, 
whereas correlations in the reverse direc-
tion of travel may be high (Figure 3A and 
Supplemental Figure S3). These values are 
combined in the measurement of radial 
correlation, and thus this difference would 
not be apparent. In the case of streaming 
motions (i.e., follow-the-leader), the aver-
age correlation in the direction of travel re-
mains higher than correlations perpendicu-
lar to the direction of travel (Figure 3B and 
Supplemental Figure S3). Again, these two 
disparate values would be averaged in ra-
dial correlation.
To measure the shape of collectively migrating groups, we de-
fined a polar spatial correlation function using a mathematical ap-
proach related to previous methods (Szabo et al., 2010; Kabla, 
2012; Kuriyama et al., 2014; see the Supplemental Experimental 
Procedures), referred to here as directional correlation. In this analysis, 
correlations were assigned both a distance and a direction relative 
to the index vector (Figure 3C). In WT cells at low density, direc-
tional correlations from a single field of view often exhibited dra-
matic asymmetries relative to the direction of travel, suggesting the 
presence of large contracting, stretching, or rotating domains 
(Figure 3D). When multiple tiled fields of view were combined, di-
rectional correlation lost front-to-back asymmetry due to the aver-
aging of many contracting and expanding regions, but additional 
features remained. At low density, WT cells displayed a high degree 
density in migration experiments produced equivalent results (Sup-
plemental Figure S2D).
The biomechanical contractility model also predicted the pres-
ence of contractile domains, defined as regions of high contractile 
activity surrounded by regions with lower contractile activity (Figure 
2D). In simulation, contractile domains were more evident at low 
density than high density (Figure 2, D and F). Experimentally, clus-
ters of cells with high pMLC levels surrounded by regions with low 
pMLC levels were also more evident at low density (Figure 2, E and 
G). Therefore two density-dependent features predicted by the bio-
mechanical contractility model, namely mean contractility and the 
presence of contractile domains, were found experimentally.
Given the identified important role of cell–cell contractility in 
regulating collective migration in response to cell density, we 
FIGURE 2: Actomyosin contractility drives collective behavior. (A) Mean level of simulated MLC 
activity across a range of densities. (B) Intensity of pMLC immunofluorescence staining across a 
gradual density gradient of WT cells (high, left; low, right). (C) Quantification of mean pMLC 
immunofluorescence signal per cell, normalized to the lowest density measurement. 
(D) Simulated MLC activity for 500 individual cells at low and high density scaled such that mean 
activity levels are equal (mean value color denoted by arrowhead on color bar). (E) Intensity of 
pMLC immunofluorescence staining of regions of ∼500 cells at low and high density (magnified 
from B) and scaled such that mean pMLC intensity levels are equal. Scale bars, 100 μm. 
(F) Histogram of absolute (without equalizing means) MLC activity for cells from D. (G) Histogram 
of absolute pMLC immunofluorescence intensity for the regions in E. (H) Radial correlation curves 
for RhoCA cells. (I) Radial correlation curves for Y27632-treated WT cells. (J) Correlation length 
(λ) for WT, RhoCA, and ROCK inhibition. (K) Plateau value (Cρ) for WT, RhoCA, and ROCK 
inhibition. Each density is the mean value from 14 (WT), 6 (Y27632), 6 (Fasudil), or 8 (RhoCA) 
2.3-mm2 regions (four 10× fields per region). Error bars and envelopes are SEM. Student’s t test 
was used to assess significance. NS, not significant; **p < 0.01.
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evolve through time, where the difference between the two time 
points is referred to as delay time (Figure 4A).
Spatiotemporal correlations provided information on how the 
motion of a cell at a given time may affect the motion of neighbor-
ing cells at later times. Consider two groups of cells in which the 
neighboring group is behind an index group relative to the index 
group direction of travel (Figure 4B). The neighboring group has a 
certain degree of correlation with the index group at an initial refer-
ence time. As time passes, correlation between the neighboring 
group and initial state of the reference group may change. If the 
correlation increases, this means that the migration of the neighbor-
ing group aligned to the index group over the delay time (Figure 
4B). Using this analysis, we found that neighboring cells behind and 
beside aligned their motion to the direction of migration of an index 
cell.
For low-density WT cells, spatiotemporal correlations normal-
ized to values at zero delay time were used to assess changes in 
organization. At a delay of 4 min, neighboring positions behind the 
index position in an arc of ∼145° were more correlated with the in-
dex position than at 0 min, whereas positions in front were not 
(Figure 4C). At later times, the region of enhanced correlation grew 
to include lateral neighboring positions in an arc of ∼240°. This 
asymmetry in spatiotemporal correlation shows that information 
flows from front to back even within a confluent epithelium, by 
which the current migration of a given cell provides information on 
the future migration of neighbors in back or beside but not those in 
front (where front and back are defined by the index cell migration 
direction).
of organization in the direction of travel and perpendicular to it, in-
dicating that collectives were broad (Figure 3E). At medium density, 
directional correlation decayed more slowly perpendicular to the 
direction of travel, also consistent with broad collective groups 
(Figure 3E). At high density, directional correlation was highest in 
the direction of travel, indicating a transition to streaming motion in 
which cells moved in a follow-the-leader manner and slid past lat-
eral neighbors (Figure 3E).
In contrast, αcatKD cells exhibited streaming motions at all den-
sities, with greater correlation parallel to the direction of travel 
(Figure 3G). Decreasing actomyosin contractility with Y27632 mim-
icked α-catenin depletion, producing streaming behavior even at 
low densities (Figure 3F). Increasing contractility with RhoCA re-
sulted in directional correlations consistent with broad collectives 
even at high density (Figure 3H). These data indicated that acto-
myosin contractility is important for organizing broad collectives. 
Reducing cell–cell contractility (either pharmacologically, by increas-
ing density, or by uncoupling via α-catenin depletion) led to stream-
ing type motions.
Flow of information within an epithelial sheet
Low-density WT epithelia displayed the greatest degree of local or-
ganization. To determine how these large and broad collective 
groups might form, we generalized the directional correlation func-
tion to include time correlations, referred to here as spatiotemporal 
correlation (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In this 
measurement, the velocity of an index position at an initial time is 
compared with the velocities of neighboring positions as they 
FIGURE 3: Cell density and contractility control transitions in collective shape. (A) Contracting region in WT cells at low 
density (migration direction and speed correspond to color hue and intensity, respectively). Magenta and green regions 
are converging. (B) Streaming motion in α-catenin–depleted (αcatKD) cells at low density. Purple region is elongated in 
the direction of cell migration. (C) Diagram of directional correlation. (D) Representative directional correlation from a 
single field of view for low-density WT epithelial cells. (E–H) Experimental polar correlation function at low, medium, and 
high density for WT, αcatKD, Y27632, and RhoCA epithelial cells, respectively. Each density is the mean value from 14 
(WT), 6 (Y27632), or 8 (RhoCA) regions (four fields of view per region). See also Supplemental Videos S3 and S4.
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FIGURE 4: Dynamics of collective migration: directional transfer of information from leaders to followers. 
(A) Diagram of spatiotemporal correlation. Neighbors are defined by distance and direction from an index position 
(solid shapes). Correlations are computed at the initial time (black arrows) and as a function of delay time (gray 
arrows) as the neighbor positions migrate (outlined shapes). (B) Representative leader–follower relationship. 
Neighbors (dark blue box) positioned behind an index group are initially not aligned (black arrow) to the index group 
but increase alignment (gray arrow) over time. (C) Spatiotemporal correlation normalized to zero-delay-time values 
for WT low-density cells at increasing delay times. (D1) Normalized spatiotemporal correlation as a function of delay 
time for index-to-back neighbors of increasing distance from the index point (points) with cubic fit (lines). (D2) Same 
as D1 for index-to-front neighbors. (D3) Diagram of index-to-back and index-to front neighbors. (E) Delay time for 
peak normalized correlation vs. neighbor distance, linear fit (black line), and mean distance traveled (dashed gray 
line). (F) Same as C for Y27632-treated low-density WT cells. (G) Same as C for low-density RhoCA cells. Correlations 
for each cell type are the mean value from seven (WT), six (Y27632), or eight (RhoCA) 2.3-mm2 regions (four 10× fields 
per region).
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scales: local and regional organization. Local organization was 
greatest for low-density epithelia with WT levels of cell–cell contrac-
tility (Figure 5, A and B, purple shading) and decreased with increas-
ing density or manipulations of actomyosin contractility. Regional 
organization was greatest for high-density cells with low levels of 
functional cell–cell contractility (Figure 5, A and B, red shading).
Three general shapes of collective migration were observed 
through the directional correlation analysis (Figure 5A, dashed black 
lines). In the first region (I), correlation was high in all directions rela-
tive to the direction of travel. In the second region (II), directional 
correlation was greatest perpendicular to the migration heading of 
a given cell, consistent with a mixture of contracting and stretching 
regions: cells are likely to be moving with lateral neighbors whether 
converging to or diverging from a point but may be migrating in the 
opposite direction of neighbors ahead (contracting) or behind 
(stretching). In the third region, directional correlation was low per-
pendicular to the migration heading of an index cell, consistent with 
streaming motions.
Contractility and cell density drive in vivo changes 
in collective migration
To test these predictions in an in vivo epithelium with three-dimen-
sional (3D) geometry, we turned to the Drosophila ovarian follicular 
epithelium. The developing Drosophila egg chamber has a base-
ment membrane and apical-basal–polarized epithelium surrounding 
an oocyte and supporting nurse cells. During the course of egg de-
velopment, the epithelial layer undergoes a migratory transition 
(Haigo and Bilder, 2011; Cetera et al., 2014; Cetera and Horne-
Badovinac, 2015). In early stages (1–5), cells exhibit random jostling 
motions with slow drift in the future direction of organized migra-
tion. At stage 6, the follicular epithelium transitions to fast and 
highly organized collective motion. This organized migration is be-
lieved to be essential for egg chamber elongation allowing for effi-
cient egg extrusion (Horne-Badovinac, 2014), yet the mechanisms 
that initiate and accelerate rotation are not fully understood. The 
proposed phase diagram predicts that both cell density and con-
tractility must be tightly regulated for the onset and maintenance of 
rapid collective migration.
We first tested predictions regarding the initiation of organized 
collective motion, focusing on stages 4 and 5 when egg chambers 
were large enough to measure velocity fields but had not yet begun 
rapid rotation. Stage 4 and 5 ovarian follicular epithelia were low 
density, had low levels of basolateral actomyosin contractility, and 
displayed a low degree of organized mo-
tion, consistent with a phase in the bottom 
left of the diagram (Figure 6, A–D). A conflu-
ent monolayer and the spheroidal layer of 
ovarian follicle cells may both be considered 
to be edgeless epithelia; however, an im-
portant distinction between the two affects 
the ability to separate local versus regional 
organization. Moving radially outward from 
a given cell in a monolayer leads only to 
neighboring cells of greater absolute dis-
tance from a given cell. Moving radially out-
ward from a given cell within a circularly con-
nected epithelium, such as the follicular 
epithelium, eventually leads back to the 
same cell. Because of this connected nature, 
regional organization has the potential to 
directly influence local organization (i.e., the 
“region” may include the local group itself). 
As delay time increased, the peak in spatiotemporal correlation 
appeared to shift to distances further behind the index point. This 
peak represents the response time of the system (Katz et al., 2011), 
and a shift of the peak to increasing distances at longer delay times 
provides the rate at which this response propagates. To measure 
this, we used two 45° sectors in front of and behind the index point 
to define index-to-back neighbors and index-to-front neighbors 
(Figure 4D3). For index-to-back neighbors, the peak in normalized 
correlation occurred at later times for neighboring positions farther 
from the index position, indicating that the response indeed propa-
gated rearward (Figure 4D1). In contrast, no peaks were observed 
for index-to-front neighbors (Figure 4D2), consistent with the previ-
ously determined direction of information flow. Plotting neighbor 
distance versus time delay for each peak produced a linear trend 
(slope of 5.0 ± 0.1 μm/min, intercept of 47 ± 2 μm; Figure 4E). The 
slope of this line is the propagation rate of cellular response, and, of 
note, it is significantly greater than the mean cell speed (0.29 μm/
min). The difference in propagation rate and migration speed means 
that the relative alignment was not due to neighboring cells migrat-
ing in a similar direction once they reached the position of an index 
cell.
This transfer of information depended on the Rho-ROCK-myosin 
II signaling axis. Inhibiting contractility using Y27632 largely pre-
vented trailing neighbors from aligning to the heading of an index 
position (Figure 4F). In epithelia with increased contractility, align-
ment occurred but did not include as many lateral neighbors (Figure 
4G). The correlation peak for RhoCA cells propagated rearward at a 
rate similar to that of WT cells of 4.4 ± 0.3 μm/min. Furthermore, the 
alignment of neighbor cells to an index cell was dependent on cell 
density, with no detectable alignment response at medium or high 
density (Supplemental Figure S4).
These results demonstrated that the formation of broad collec-
tives depends on actomyosin contractility, which serves to direct the 
migration of neighboring cells behind and beside an index cell.
Cell density and actomyosin contractility define phases 
of collective migration
Taken together, these data indicated that epithelial collective migra-
tion can be described in terms of size (radial correlation) and shape 
(directional correlation) in a phase diagram based on two parame-
ters: cell density and functional cell–cell contractility (i.e., contractil-
ity contingent on cell–cell adhesion; Figure 5A). Cell density and 
cell–cell contractility differentially affect collective size at two length 
FIGURE 5: Phases of collective migration as a function of cell density and contractility. (A) Phase 
diagram depicting collective size in terms of local organization (purple) and regional organization 
(red), as well as collective shape (dashed black lines). (B) Diagram of radial correlation for local 
organization (purple) and regional organization (red).
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Our findings predict that increasing either contractility or cell den-
sity would lead to the early onset of organized collective migration, 
whereas decreasing functional contractility by disrupting cell–cell 
For this reason, we hypothesized that manipulations that affected 
either type of organization in 2D monolayers might lead to overall 
increases in collectivity.
FIGURE 6: Prediction of in vivo collective migration. (A) Phase diagram showing hypothesized states of early (stage 4 
and 5) and late (stage 7 and 8) follicular epithelium. Predicted phase transitions are denoted by blue and orange arrows. 
(B) Cell density as a function of projected egg chamber area and stage for developing WT, dMyc, and Rok-CAT 
Drosophila eggs. (C) Fixed WT egg chambers at three stages of development (5, 7, and 8 from left to right) stained for 
DAPI, anti–E-cadherin, and anti-pMLC. (D) Migration direction (top) and speed (bottom) of WT vs. dMyc stage 5 egg 
chambers. Measurements show speed and direction of migration over a 5-min interval. (E) Migration direction (top) and 
speed (bottom) of WT vs. Rok-CAT and αcat-IR–expressing stage 5 egg chambers. (F) Migration direction (top) and 
speed (bottom) of WT and dMyc–expressing stage 8 egg chambers. Arrowhead denotes region of decreased speed 
and organization for Myc follicular epithelium. (G) Migration direction (top) and speed (bottom) for WT vs. Rok-CAT and 
αcat-IR expressing stage 7 egg chambers. Arrowhead denotes region of decreased speed and organization in Rok-CAT 
follicular epithelium. (H) Mean migration speed of follicular epithelial cells. Student’s t test was used to assess 
significance. NS, not significant; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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among them, we were able to predictably alter collective migration 
in an in vivo epithelium.
The observation that local organization decreased while regional 
order increased with increasing cell density suggests that multiple 
length scales of coordination exist within an epithelium. Absolute 
local organization has been observed to decrease with increasing 
cell density (Angelini et al., 2010), and here we confirm that this re-
flects a true reduction in local group size by normalizing to cell ra-
dius. Of interest, as local group organization decreased, the relative 
organization between these local groups increased. A potential ex-
planation is that at high density, cells generate motile forces but are 
no longer able to align their motions to neighboring cells via a sys-
tem of active contractility, leading cells to slide past each other and 
reduce local organization. This is not to say that these motions are 
uncoordinated: at high density, cells are less deformable, and indi-
vidual rearrangements cannot occur in isolation and may be cou-
pled (Sadati et al., 2013), leading to an increase in regional organiza-
tion. This two-level structure of organization bridges reports of 
decreases in correlation length with those that describe increases in 
the size of clusters of fast motion, termed dynamic heterogeneities, 
in the migration of cells at high-density (Trepat and Fredberg, 2011). 
Of note, increasing contractility prevented increases in regional or-
ganization, whereas diminishing contractility increased regional or-
ganization, supporting the idea that cell–cell contractility may pre-
vent the growth of regional organization by organizing local motions 
at high density.
Contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL) is a process by which 
cells alter their motion in response to interactions with neighbors 
(Abercrombie, 1970) and has been suggested to explain, in part, 
how collectives prioritize migration toward a free edge (Mayor and 
Carmona-Fontaine, 2010). CIL could, in principle, contribute to the 
observed alterations in local organization and motility with changing 
density. Cell–cell contacts and signal transduction of this event are 
critical for CIL, but the types of cell–cell contacts that form between 
two cells or groups of cells are likely context dependent. In a conflu-
ent epithelium, contacts are ubiquitous and dynamic, but rather 
than general inhibition or redirection of motions, collective behavior 
emerges. Indeed, it has been proposed that cell–cell adhesions 
within a chain of cells signal differently from newly formed adhe-
sions, which are believed to induce CIL (Desai et al., 2013). Similarly, 
contacts within epithelial sheets may be different from nascent con-
tacts that mediate CIL upon collision and act to mediate cohesion 
rather than repulsion. The leader–follower structure we observed 
through spatiotemporal analysis suggests that there is prioritization 
among these contacts and that cell–cell tension may be a mediator. 
We also find that increasing cell density within an already confluent 
sheet reduces local collective organization, suggesting that signal-
ing from cell–cell contacts may change as cell density increases.
Beyond demonstrating the effect of cell density and contractility 
on collective size, we find that these variables control transitions 
between specific shapes of collective migration. We observed a key 
transition between broad collectives and streaming collectives that 
occurs with increasing density or loss of functional cell–cell contrac-
tility. This change in collective shape may have important implica-
tions for collective invasion. Kuriyama et al. (2014) demonstrated 
that a reduction in N-cadherin was essential for collectives of neural 
crest cells to productively migrate during Xenopus development. 
Their correlation analyses show that the effect of N-cadherin reduc-
tion is consistent with a collective shape change from broad collec-
tives to streaming motions, enabling collectives to reshape and mi-
grate through geometrically constrained regions. α-Catenin and 
other components linking cell adhesion to actomyosin contractility 
adhesion would increase disorganization (Figure 6A, blue arrows). To 
increase contractility, a constitutively active Drosophila ROCK allele 
(Rok-CAT) was expressed specifically in the follicular epithelium using 
the traffic jam-Gal4 promoter (tj-Gal4; Supplemental Figure S5A). To 
increase cell density, we overexpressed Drosophila Myc (dMyc) using 
tj-Gal4. Myc is a proto-oncogene that increases cell proliferation 
through induction of cyclin D2 (Bouchard et al., 1999). Expression of 
dMyc increased cell density compared with stage-matched WT egg 
chambers, leading to smaller cells (equivalently, more per unit area) 
for any given stage (Figure 6B). Consistent with predictions, highly 
organized motion of stage 4 and 5 egg chambers emerged by in-
creasing either contractility or density (Figure 6, D, E, and H, and 
Supplemental Video S5). Reducing functional cell–cell contractility 
through α-catenin RNAi expression (αcat-IR) increased the degree of 
disorganization in WT stage 5 follicular epithelia, leading to exten-
sive neighbor exchange (Figure 6E and Supplemental Video S5). In 
summary, increasing density or contractility drove stage 4 and 5 ovar-
ian follicular epithelium to a state of highly organized collective rota-
tion while depleting α-catenin to reduce cell–cell adhesion and func-
tional cell–cell contractility drove the epithelium into a state of 
greater disorder.
We next tested predictions regarding the maintenance of col-
lective migration for stage 7 and 8 egg chambers, which exhibit 
highly uniform collective migration. Contractility of stage 7 and 8 
egg chambers was greater than in earlier stages, as measured by 
pMLC staining, especially on the basolateral surfaces, consistent 
with published findings (Figure 6C; Wang and Riechmann, 2007). 
Cell density peaked during stage 6 and lowered again for stage 7 
and 8 egg chambers (Figure 6B). Therefore we hypothesized that 
this epithelium was in a phase corresponding to midlevel contractil-
ity and slightly higher density than stage 4 and 5 egg chambers, 
offering multiple predictions. Increasing contractility, increasing cell 
density, or decreasing contractility should drive this epithelium from 
a state in which maximal order is produced to one with disorder 
(orange arrows in Figure 6A). Increasing cell density by tj-Gal4 Myc 
overexpression decreased organization and speed of stage 7 and 8 
follicular epithelia (Figure 6, F and H, and Supplemental Video S6). 
Increasing contractility by expressing Rok-CAT showed the pre-
dicted reduction in organization, with regions of cells undergoing 
swirling motions that led to decreased order and regions with 
slower speed (Figure 6, G and H, and Supplemental Video S7). Re-
ducing cell–cell contractility through expression of α-catenin RNAi 
in stage 7 and 8 egg chambers dramatically disrupted organization 
(Figure 6, G and H, and Supplemental Video S7). We controlled for 
disparities between morphological staging and developmental 
progression by measuring the size of egg chambers undergoing a 
border cell delamination and saw no difference (Supplemental 
Figure S5, B and C).
In summary, these data demonstrated that the state of collective 
migration in an in vivo epithelium could be predictably transformed 
by controlling cell density and cell–cell contractility.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we took a multifaceted approach to determine the 
fundamental physical and biological mechanisms underlying how 
cells within an epithelium organize to collectively migrate. Focusing 
on the response of collective migration to changes in cell density 
revealed that increasing cell density drove changes in actomyosin 
contractility that reduced local organization, increased regional or-
ganization, and changed the shape of collective motion from large, 
broad groups to small, narrow streams. By defining these phases 
of collective migration and the parameters governing transitions 
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tance for an observed phenotype. Indeed, here we see that the WT 
response of collective migration to changes in density is itself driven 
by changes in contractility signaling.
The Drosophila egg-chamber follicular epithelium provided an 
opportunity to test these predictions in a system with 3D geometry 
and native ECM structure. Using this system, we demonstrated that 
basic cell migration studies can be used to provide insight into in 
vivo migratory processes and found that although many factors gov-
ern cell migration, cell density and contractility are two major influ-
ences. Increasing contractility or cell density led to high-speed col-
lective rotational migration of the early follicular epithelium. It is 
likely that this represents an enhancement of underlying emerging 
collective rotation rather than initiation of collective motion. The fol-
licular epithelium in stage 4 and 5 egg chambers has been shown to 
drift slowly in the direction of future rapid rotation (Cetera et al., 
2014), but migration is not yet fast and uniform. Increasing contrac-
tility or cell–cell density may serve to better couple local and re-
gional motions, respectively, until the entire egg chamber begins 
rotating. Although the connected nature of both the egg chambers 
and simulation provide coupling of local and regional motions, it is 
worth noting an important difference between migration on a sphe-
roidal surface and the surface of a torus to which the periodic 
boundary conditions apply. Whereas it is possible to have uniform 
migration on the surface of a torus, no such velocity field can exist 
on a sphere, which must contain at least one stationary point or 
“cowlick” (Milnor, 1978). The formation and maintenance of these 
stationary points, especially when the egg chamber is approximately 
spherical, presents an interesting avenue for further exploration.
In a developmental context, these predictions suggest that both 
cell density and cell–cell contractility may be endogenously regu-
lated to control the onset of collective motion. The observed levels 
of actomyosin contractility and cell density in the development of 
WT egg chambers in fact follow a trajectory consistent with the on-
set of rotation at stage 6: at this stage, WT egg chambers reach a 
peak in cell density and have increased levels of actomyosin con-
tractility (Figure 6, B and C). Once rotating, however, an excess of 
contractile force generation or cell density may disrupt communica-
tion, leading to disorganized motion.
Overall these data demonstrate how fundamental properties of 
individual cells affect the migratory properties of entire tissues, con-
trolling the size and structure of collective groups. In development 
and wound healing, transitions in density and contractility can be 
harnessed for productive migration. However, in cancer, these same 
systems may be exploited to enhance invasion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and density control
Density variation was achieved by plating 6 × 105 cells per 30-mm 
dish and making measurements at 24, 48, and 72 h (low, medium, 
and high density, respectively). The values for each density condi-
tion are listed in Supplemental Table S1. Medium was replaced each 
day, and cell density was measured using Hoechst 33342 (Thermo 
Fisher, Waltham, MA) dye. Separate plates were used for each den-
sity to avoid phototoxicity. Distance values were normalized by cell 
size in each field of view before combination into a single density 
bin. Gradients in cell density were generated by swirling the culture 
dish for 30 s immediately after plating a uniform suspension of cells, 
increasing the relative concentration of cells in the center of the 
dish. To deplete α-catenin, the lentiviral pFLRu vector containing 
anti–α-catenin shRNA and puromycin resistance was used as de-
scribed previously (Bajpai et al., 2008). MCF10A cells expressing 
constitutively active Rho were generated in the same manner using 
are commonly altered in cancers (Shiozaki et al., 1994; Hiscox and 
Jiang, 1996), and our results suggest that these losses could en-
hance invasion by changing collective group shape to streaming 
patterns.
Spatiotemporal analyses of cell migration revealed that broad 
collectives arise through information transfer by which cells align to 
neighbors that they are behind or beside. Monolayer stress micros-
copy demonstrates that cells within epithelial sheets are under ten-
sion, and migration direction tends to align with the principal direc-
tion of normal stress. Our data give a dynamic view of cellular 
response to this picture of forces, demonstrating that the migration 
of a given cell can initiate changes in the migration of specific neigh-
boring cells at low density. In the context of wound healing, the 
presence of a free edge may initially bias the migration direction of 
the first row of cells, reducing local cell density and putting the rest 
of the sheet in the “front-to-back” neighbor category. This direc-
tional signal can then propagate rearward, leading to a cycle of den-
sity reduction, neighbor response, and directed migration.
The propagation speed of the alignment response is significantly 
faster than the speed of cell migration, suggesting that cellular com-
munication rather than external cues may be involved. This may be 
related to previously identified waves of contractility (Serra-Picamal 
et al., 2012). Although these waves propagated at 1 μm/min, they 
were computed from the time required to reach maximum response, 
and significant changes in cellular strain and stress appear earlier. In 
addition, the observed propagation rate predicts the average cel-
lular response time to be ∼6 min (5 μm/min, 32-μm diameter), simi-
lar to the estimated time of 5 min required for cells to change direc-
tion in galvanotactic studies (Cohen et al., 2014). Recent data on 
Rho GTPase polarization provide a potential molecular mechanism 
for this response. Mechanical tension, as may be generated be-
tween an index cell and trailing neighbor, can polarize Cdc42 activ-
ity in a P-cadherin– and β-Pix–dependent manner and Rac1 activity 
due to relocalization of Merlin (Das et al., 2015; Plutoni et al., 2016). 
Supporting this mechanism, cells with constitutively active Rho or 
inhibited ROCK show a poorer alignment response, potentially re-
flecting a decreased ability to generate polarized RhoGTPase activ-
ity. Furthermore, we find that the alignment response extends to 
encompass lateral positions. This indicates that whereas front-to-
back polarization is likely a dominant component in organizing col-
lective migration, lateral cell–cell associations may be important in 
maximizing the organization of large collectives.
Previous hypothesized cell migration phase diagrams have in-
cluded three axes: cell density, cell force production, and cell–cell 
adhesion (Sadati et al., 2013). These data indicate that two of these 
axes—cell force production and cell–cell adhesion—might be highly 
coupled in epithelial systems, as α-catenin depletion and ROCK in-
hibition had similar effects on both collective size and shape. We 
furthermore find that phases are not simply defined by a single pa-
rameter. The studied cell types have similar local organization at 
high density, yet this motion differs in both regional and directional 
organization. This phase diagram still represents a simplified model 
of cell behavior. Many more cell-intrinsic and extrinsic properties 
play a role in governing collective migration, including chemokines, 
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, and physical properties, as well 
as cell–ECM adhesion (Haas and Gilmour, 2006; Nguyen-Ngoc 
et al., 2012). It is likely that these features may affect how cells re-
spond to increasing density or changes in contractility. In addition, it 
is almost certain that alterations to an important component of one 
of these general cellular properties (e.g., an alteration to ROCK to 
affect cell–cell contractility) will influence another (e.g., cell–ECM 
force generation) and that these additional effects may be of impor-
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inverted Zeiss LSM510 or an upright LSM700 confocal microscope 
over 3.5 h with 5-min frame intervals. See also the Supplemental 
Experimental Procedures.
Imaging analysis and statistics
Image analysis was performed using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, 
MA) and ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Cel-
lular motion was measured with particle image velocimetry for 
monolayers (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014) and optical flow for 
Drosophila (Vig et al., 2016). Mean cell radius was computed for 
each field of view using custom software to segment Hoechst 
33342–stained nuclei and is defined as the radius of a circle with 
area equivalent to the mean cell area. Correlation computations 
were performed using custom Matlab software. Curve fitting was 
performed using Matlab software, and data beyond a distance of 
40 cell radii were not used to fit Eq. 1 due to departure from the 
form of the fitting function beyond this distance. See also the Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures.
a QL activating mutant Rho (Coso et al., 1995) subcloned into a 
pFLRu vector. Puromycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used in 
cell selection and maintenance at a concentration of 1.5 μg/ml. 
Fasudil (Sigma-Aldrich) and Y27632 (Sigma-Aldrich) were both used 
at a concentration of 30 μM for 5 h for ROCK inhibition.
Drosophila lines, staging, and dissections
All crosses and staging were performed at 25°C. Stocks are de-
scribed in FlyBase (http://flybase.org/). UAS-Myc (dm; B#9675) and 
UAS-Rok-CAT-3.1 (B#6669) were provided by the Bloomington 
Drosophila Stock Center (Indiana University, Bloomington, IN). En-
Gal4, UAS-GFP was provided by J. Skeath (Washington University in 
St. Louis, St. Louis, MO). Nrg-GFP; TJ-Gal4; Indy-GFP was provided 
by S. Horne-Badovinac (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL). Epithe-
lial cells were staged according to morphological features described 
by Cummings and King (1969) by matching the z-stack projected 
area of each epithelial cell to the expected areas across stages. For 
ovariole experiments, 1- to 3-d-old females were aged on yeast 
for 1–3 d before dissection. Ovaries were dissected as described 
in Prasad et al. (2007) in live-imaging medium (Schneider’s S2 Me-
dium, 0.6× penicillin/streptomycin, 15% [vol/vol] fetal bovine serum 
[FBS], 0.2 mg/ml insulin) and stained for 10 min with CellMask Deep 
Red Plasma Membrane Stain (Thermo Fisher) at 1:1000 dilution in 
live-imaging medium. Cell size measurements were made at the 
basal surface. Border cell delamination was defined as the time 
point at which a distinct cluster of cells emerged from the surround-
ing single-layered follicular epithelium.
Immunofluorescence
Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; VWR, Radnor, PA) in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), permeabilized with 0.5% Triton 
X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS, blocked in 1% bovine serum albumin 
(BSA; Sigma-Aldrich) and PBS overnight at 4°C, incubated with pri-
mary antibodies overnight at 4°C, and incubated with secondary 
bodies for 2 h at room temperature with 5-min washes in PBS in 
between. Ovarioles were fixed for 40 min in 4% PFA in PBS, fol-
lowed by a 5-min wash in PBX (PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100), two 
20-min washes in PAXD (PBS with 1% BSA, 0.3% Triton X-100, and 
0.3% deoxycholate), and one-20 min wash in PAXDG (PAXD with 5% 
normal goat serum). The mean level of pMLC staining intensity per 
cell within the density gradient was calculated by normalizing the 
total intensity of pMLC signal within a region by the number of cells 
within that region at 13 points along the density gradient. All re-
gions contained at least 200 cells. Ovarioles were incubated over-
night at 4°C in primary antibody diluted in PAXDG and washed 
three times in PBX at room temperature. Ovarioles were then incu-
bated overnight at 4°C in secondary antibody diluted in PAXDG and 
washed twice in PBX and once in PBS, all at room temperature. 
Prepared tissues were mounted in Vectashield mounting medium 
with or without 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Vector Labo-
ratories, Burlingame, CA). See the Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures for antibodies and concentrations.
Imaging
For cells, live-cell and fixed epifluorescence imaging was performed 
on a Nikon Ti-E microscope with a humidity- and temperature-
controlled incubation chamber (LiveCell Imaging, Seoul, Korea). 
Data were collected from 2.3-mm2 regions by tiling four 10× regions 
of view. Time-lapse imaging was performed with 60-min duration 
and 2-min frame intervals. Reference images of the dish surface 
were taken at each frame and field of view to correct for stage drift. 
For Drosophila, time-lapse imaging was performed on either an 
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Molecular Biology of the Cell
 






MCF10A cells were purchased from the ATCC and were cultured in 1:1 DMEM:F12 (Gibco) supplemented with 5%
Horse Serum (Gibco), 10ug/mL Insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 500 ng/mL Hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 ng/mL
Cholera Toxin (Sigma-Aldrich), 20 ng/mL EGF (Gibco), and Penicillin/Streptomycin (Gibco). 293T cells (ATCC)
used for Lentiviral production were cultured in DMEM (Gibco) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS. In
regular culture MCF10A cells were grown to 75% confluence, dissociated using Trypsin-EDTA 0.05% (Gibco), and
split 1:5.
Immunofluorescence
Cells were incubated overnight at 4Cwith rabbit anti-pMLC (Cell Signaling, 3671S, 1:100). Secondary antibodies used
were mouse anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 and 568 (Invitrogen, 1:500) with appropriate phalloidin 488 or 568 (Molecular
Probes, 1:100). Slides were mounted using Vectasheild mounting medium containing DAPI (Vector Labs) for imaging.
The following primary antibodies were used for ovariole staining: rat anti-DE-cadherin (1:20) from Developmental
Studies Hybridoma Bank (University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA), and rabbit anti-pMLC Ser19 (1:100; Cell Signaling,
Beverly, MA). Secondary antibodies were Alexa 488 and 568 (Invitrogen) and Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
Western Blotting
Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (50mM Tris pH 8.0, 150mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1%
SDS) with 2µg/mL Aprotinin/Leupeptin, 2µM Pepstatin A, 200nM PMSF, 1mM Na3VO4, and 2mM NaF, followed
by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 minutes. Lysate concentration was determined by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad).
Equal protein amounts were boiled in SDS containing sample buffer, resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE, and transferred
to PVDF membranes (Millipore) in transfer buffer (25mM Tris, 192mM glycine, 5% methanol). Membranes were
blocked with TBST (25mMTris pH 7.4, 150mMNaCl, 2mMKCl, 0.5% Tween-20) containing 5% BSA and incubated
overnight with primary antibodies. Detection was performed by incubating with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies
and developing with SuperSignal West Pico ECL (Pierce). Images were collected on a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRS+. The
following antibodies were used: rabbit anti-alpha-Catenin (Sigma, C2081) and mouse anti-beta-Tubulin (Sigma, Tub
2.1).
Imaging
The Nikon Ti-E microscope was controlled by MetaMorph software (version 7.7.0.0, Molecular Devices). Images
were acquired using metal halide lamp illumination (Prior), Semrock Brightline filter sets, a Nikon Pan Fluor 10x
objective (NA 0.3, WD 16mm), and a cooled CCD camera (CoolSNAP HQ2, Photometrics). The LSM510 was con-
trolled by Zeiss software. Images were acquired with either a C-Apochromat 40X (1.2 NA, water immersion) or a
Plan-Apochromat 20X (0.75 NA) objective, with illumination from an Argon ion laser (458, 477, 488, 514 nm lines)
or HeNe laser (633 nm line). The LSM700 was controlled by Zeiss software and images were acquired using a 10X
Neofluor air (NA 0.3) lens. After dissection, ovarioles were washed for 5min in Live Imaging Media, and transferred
to an imaging slide. For the upright LSM700, an agar pad (Live imaging media plus 0.4% NuSieve GTG Low-melt
agarose) was made on top of a gas permeable membrane (Sarstedt, Lumox, 1-well, PCA#94.6150.101, well removed
from membrane). A coverslip was placed on top of the agarose pad plus sample and vacuum grease was used to secure
the coverslip at its four corners. Halocarbon oil 27 (Sigma) was around to fill in the remaining free space under the
coverslip to minimize evaporation of the Live Imaging Media. For the inverted LSM510, a custom aluminum imag-
ing slide was made. This consisted of a 75x26x2mm aluminum sheet with two centered 20mm diameter holes. A
22x50mm coverglass was fixed to the bottom of this aluminum slide by sandwiching a sheet of parafilm (22x50mm
with holes cut in the center corresponding to the holes in the aluminum slide) between the coverglass and aluminum
slide and heating on a 100C hotplate for 30 seconds. Ovarioles in a small volume of live imaging media were placed
in one of the wells formed by attaching the coverslip and the remaining volume was filled in with agar prepared as




For PIV measurements, velocity fields were computed using three passes of 64, 32, and 16 pixels windows and 50%
overlap to generate a displacement field with 5.2 um spacing. The resulting velocity field, produced by dividing by
time between frames, was first corrected for stage drift by subtracting out any motion in the reference image and then
smoothed using a boxcar moving average filter of width equal to 3 frames. Reference image motion was computed by
using whole-image cross-correlation and subpixel peak finding. Notably, the accurate measurement of C⇢ (regional
organization) depends on large imaging fields and directly compensating for microscope drift because analysis of
the velocity fluctuation field (u = v   hvi) would directly alter this long-scale order. Optical Flow measurements
were performed on maximum intensity projection images of z-stacks corresponding to half the thickness of an EC.
Velocity fields were computed at a spatial resolution of 2.3 um using a Gaussian blur filter of 1.5 pixel standard
deviation. Velocity fields were smoothed using a boxcar moving average filter of width equal to 3 frames. Prior to
velocity measurements, each video was-de-drifted using theMatlab function imregister, which employs intensity-based
automatic image registration. Egg chamber projected area was determined by automated segmentation of egg chambers
followed by manual editing to correct errors in separating touching ECs. Cell area was measured manually in ImageJ.
Correction for non-uniform illumination was performed when tiling immunofluorescence images by using data from
an empty field of view. pMLC staining intensity across the density gradient was quantified by measuring the total
amount of pMLC signal at 12 uniformly spaced locations and normalizing by the total number of nuclei within that
region (number of nuclei >100 at each location).
Vertex Model of Collective Cell Migration
Cells are represented by two dimensional polygons with shared edges and vertices as shown in. Migration of cells is
governed by the motion of their vertices according to the following equation of motion:
⌘
/ri
/t + F fi = F ei + F ai, (1)
Where ⌘ is the friction coefficient between cells and their substrate, ri is the position of the ith vertex, t is time, and
F fi, F ei, and F ai denote friction, passive, and active forces, respectively, acting on the ith vertex.
Passive Force
The passive force,F ei, is related to mechanics of the cell and cell-cell adhesion. It can be modeled using an energy-like
function Ue:
F ei =  @Ue
@ri
, (2)










Here, J labels the cell, K is the area elastic modulus, ⇤ is the adhesion energy per unit length, AJ is the current area
of cell J , A0 is the preferred cell area, and lij = |ri   rj | denotes the edge length between vertex i and its neighbor j.
Active Force
The active force, F ai, is the sum of three components: contractile force (F ci), persistent force (F pi), and random
force (FRi):
F ai = F ci + F pi + FRi. (4)









Here, LJ is the perimeter of cell J , and  J denotes the level of contractility. Depending on the contractility model
employed, the value of  J is either set to a constant (constant contractility) or is determined by the output of a signaling
model of stretch-activated force generation analogous to Rho-ROCK-Myosin signaling (biomechanical contractility).
In this simple model of active contractility, two components are considered: an upstream activator, ⇢, that responds to
the degree to which a cell is stretched, and a downstream effector, M , that is activated by ⇢ and leads to contractile
force generation. Here, ⇢ is analogous to Rho or ROCK andM is analogous to phosphorylated Myosin Light Chain.






(1  ⇢J) D⇢⇢J , (6)
Where H is the Heaviside step function, A⇢ is the maximum activation rate of ⇢J , sJ = LJ   L0 is the current state
of stretch of the cell, andKs is the half-maximal response constant. The activation of the effectorMJ follows:
/MJ
/t = Am⇢J(1 MJ) DMMJ (7)
whereMJ is the relative level of the activated force generating component in the J-th cell. MJ is related to the level
of contractility via:
 J = kMJ , (8)
Where k is a contractility coupling constant. In the constant contractilitymodel, the value of kMJ is fixed at a constant
value.
The persistent force on the i-th vertex, F pi, is defined as:
F pi = ↵
R t
 1 e
  (t t)vi(t)/t   R t 1 e  (t t)vi(t)/t    (9)
where vi = /ri//t, ↵ is the strength of the persistent force, and   is a constant that determines the decay rate of
persistence. The persistent force arises from protrusions developed by the cell and the decay in time reflects the time
of actin-assembly and disassembly.
The random force reflects the fact that an individual cell will not move indefinitely in one direction and satisfies
the following two relations:
hFRii = 0 (10)
hFRq(t)FRs(t)i =  2 (t) qs, (11)
where   is a parameter that specifies the magnitude of variance, and  (t) and  qs are Dirac's and Kroneker's  -functions,
respectively.
Friction Force
The frictional force on each vertex, F fi, models the friction between a cell, its neighbors, and the substrate. The
cell-substrate friction coefficient is ⌘s, see Eq. (1), and was taken as a constant for all simulations. The friction
between a cell and its neighbors is computed using a finite volumemethod. The cell-cell friction force on a given vertex
is computed as the total shear force on the area element defined by the centers of neighboring cells and midpoints of
neighboring edges. The shear force is assumed to arise from fluid-like behavior of cells and can be calculated from the
deviatoric stress within the volume element:
 s = ⌘c
✓







 s · n/S (13)
where ⌘c is the viscosity of cells,rv is the velocity gradient within the volume element, S is the surface enclosing the
volume element, and n is the outward directed normal to the volume. The fluid is approximately incompressible, so
that r · v = 0, reducing Eq. 12 to:
 s = ⌘c(rv + (rv)T ) (14)
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Substituting Eq. 14 into Eq. 13 yields:
F fc = ⌘c
I
rv · n/S (15)
The velocity field v along the area element path S can be computationally determined by decomposing v into x and y
components and expanding these using a Taylor series about the midway point of each edge of the area element. Using
the edge c1x1 with midpoint x0 as and example, the expansion is:

















Where the nodes c1, r1, and r3 are used to obtain:
vx0 =







r1y[vx(r3)  vx(c1)] + r3y[vx(c1)  vx(r1)] + c1y[vx(r1)  vx(r3)]





=  r1x[vx(r3)  vx(c1)] + r3x[vx(c1)  vx(r1)] + c1x[vx(r1)  vx(r3)]











r1y[vy(r3)  vy(c1)] + r3y[vy(c1)  vy(r1)] + c1y[vy(r1)  vy(r3)]





=  r1x[vy(r3)  vy(c1)] + r3x[vy(c1)  vy(r1)] + c1x[vy(r1)  vy(r3)]
r1y(r3x   c1x) + r3y(c1x   r1x) + c1y(r1x   r3x)
(18)
Analogous equations for the faces x1c1, c2x2, x2c3, c3x3, and x3c1 can be derived to compute the entire the path
integral in Eq. (15).
Topology Changes and Restrictions
Topological changes (i.e. changes in the connectivity of vertices) occur though T1 transformations in this model. In
this type of transformation, when two vertices connected by an edge are within a critical distance from each other,
connectivity changes such that the edge connecting the vertices is rotated by 90  while maintaining its length. Trans-
formations are accepted only when the net tension force on the resulting vertices after the transition would cause them
to separate. Additionally, to maintain the integrity of the two dimension system, motions of single vertices and pairs un-
dergoing a T1 transformation are restricted to prevent the formation of complex polygonal systems (edges of polygons
may not cross).
Implementation of Vertex Model
The vertex model of migration was implemented in both the Matlab and Fortran programming languages (code avail-
able upon request). The parameters used to define normal cells are listed in Supplemental Table 1. In Supplemental
Table 2, the additional cell types and the values of parameters changed to model those cell types are listed.
Parameter Definitions
All parameters were rendered dimensionless through normalization. Units of length were normalized by
p
A0, units
of time were normalized by ⌘sKA0 , and units of energy were normalized byKA
3/2
0 .
The density factor parameter, df , was used to modulate the cell density and reflects the mean cell size in the
simulation relative to A0. Using this convention, all internal cell parameters remain constant across density, and only
the size of the simulation region is modified.
4
Correlation Analyses
Radial Spatial Correlation (Distance-Correlation)
For n observations of velocities vi at locations xi, the radial spatial autocorrelation function (referred to as distance-










1, if 0  x < w
0, otherwise
(20)
where ⇢ is the spatial lag (distance from an index position), dij is the distance between the ith and jth observations,
and the double vertical bars denote a Euclidean norm. The function   ensures that only pairs of observations whose
separation distance is within an annulus of width w contribute to the sum at the separation distance ⇢.
Matrix Representation of Correlation Functions
The generalization of the radial correlation function is facilitated by a system of notation that uses matrices to define re-
lationships between observations in a pairwise or n-waymanner, including spatial relationships, temporal relationships,
or velocity correlations. These matrices can be combined in a systematic manner to generate correlation functions.
The radial correlation function depends on two matrices, a correlation matrix to measure similarity in velocity and
a distance matrix to measure spatial relationships. The correlation matrix describes the directional similarity between




The distance matrix describes the distance between all pairs of observations and is defined as:
Dij = kxi   xjk (22)








1, ifDij 2 ⇢
0, otherwise
(24)
where Iij is an indicator matrix that takes on a value of 1 when the pair belongs to a specific radial annulus of diameter
⇢. The set member symbol 2 is used to denote that ⇢ is a set of distance values within an annulus of finite width.
Polar Spatial Correlation (Directional-Correlation)
The radial correlation function measures the relative magnitude of organization within a velocity field but relies on
an assumption that organization is symmetric, and cellular motion often breaks this assumption (Fig. S3). The polar
spatial correlation function measures organization as a function of both distance and direction from an index point
using a coordinate system defined by the heading of the index vector. This is achieved by defining a matrix which
describes the direction from the ith observation to the jth observation relative to the heading of the ith observation:
P ij = arccos
✓














1, ifDij 2 ⇢ and P ij 2 ✓
0, otherwise
. (27)
Iij is an indicator matrix that takes on a value of 1 when the pair belongs to a specific (⇢, ✓) sector, where ⇢ is a radial
annulus and ✓ is an angular segment.
Spatiotemporal Correlations
Spatiotemporal correlations provide information on the time-evolution of organization within a velocity field. The
type of spatiotemporal analysis that can be performed depends on the form of the velocity field. Consider a velocity
field v(X, t) with positionsX and time t. Repeated observations across time-points can be made either at the same
absolute positions in space (Eulerian perspective) or on the same material elements which occupied the positionsX at
t = 0 (Lagrangian perspective). Cell migration naturally fits a Lagrangian perspective, but similar functions could be
developed in a Eulerian framework.
Formalizing the Lagrangian perspective, letX define a set of reference positions at time t = 0. As time advances,
the material elements that initially occupied the positionsX move to the current positions x = f(X, t). Therefore,
the Lagrangian definition of a velocity field is v(x(X, t), t), or simply v(x, t).
Due to the asymmetric direction matrix (Eq. 25) and the two perspectives from which velocity fields can be
specified, multiple spatiotemporal correlation functions may be defined. An examination of the full set of functions
that may be generated is beyond the scope of this manuscript, and here we restrict our approach to a correlation function
that addresses whether neighboring positions align to the direction of an index position over time. The general form
of this function is:
C(⇢, ⌧) = f(v(x, t),v(x(X + ⇢), t+ ⌧)), (28)
where ⇢ = (⇢, ✓) is a vector spatial lag comprised of a radial and angular component.
For discrete observations, this function can be defined in matrix notation. Let xij be the position of n labeled
material elements over m synchronous time-points such that xi2 is the position at the second time-point of the ith
material element that occupied the xi1 at the first time-point. Similarly, let vij be the velocity of n labeled material




Where Cijkl is the directional correlation between the ith element at the jth time-point and the kth element at the lth
time-point. The distance matrix for this function is defined as:
Dijkl = kxijkl   xijklk (30)
The direction matrix for this function is defined as:
P ijkl = arccos
✓




The time-differential matrix for this function is defined as:
T ijkl = j   l (32)
The correlation function can then be defined as:







1 ifDijkj 2 ⇢, P ijkj 2 ✓, and T ijkl 2 ⌧
0 otherwise
. (34)
This correlation function applies spatial lag at the reference time (note the repeated subscript j onD andP ). Therefore,
time correlations are computed between an index observation and its neighbors based on initial spatial relationships.
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) produces velocity field data from a Eulerian perspective. Lagrangian velocity fields
used in spatiotemporal computations were generated by propagating initial grid points produced by PIV forward in
time using bilinear interpolation.
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Cell Type Mean Cell Radius 
(µm ± SEM) 
Cell Density 
(cells/mm2 ± SEM) 
Wild Type   
Low 15.8 ± 0.3 1280 ± 20 
Medium 11.1 ± 0.2 2580 ± 50 
High 9.7 ± 0.1 3380 ± 30 
α-cat KD   
Low 16.7 ± 0.8 1140 ± 50 
Medium 12.2 ± 0.3 2140 ± 50 
High 9.5 ± 0.2 3530 ± 70 
RhoCA   
Low 14.1 ± 0.6 1600 ± 70 
Medium 12.3 ± 0.5 2100 ± 90 
High 11.2 ± 0.5 2540 ± 110 
WT + Fasudil   
Low 15.0 ± 0.5 1410 ± 50 
Medium 10.8 ± 0.2 2730 ± 50 
High 9.0 ± 0.1 3930 ± 40 
WT + Y27632   
Low 13.9 ± 0.6 1650 ± 70 
Medium 11.0 ± 0.2 2630 ± 50 
High 8.9 ± 0.1 4020 ± 50 
 
 
Supplemental Table 1. Related to Figures 1 and 2. Mean cell radii and corresponding cell density across 
cell lines and grouped density conditions. 
Parameter Description Value 
n Number of cells in simulation 1000 
ηs Cell-substrate friction coefficient 1 
ηc Cell-cell friction coefficient 0.1 
K Area elastic modulus 5 
A0 Preferred cell area 1 
Λ Adhesion strength 0.5 
k Contractility constant 0.8 
Aρ Maximal activation rate for ρ 0.5 
Ks Half maximal response constant 0.1 
m Hill coefficient 2 
Dρ Inactivation rate for ρ 0.1 
AM Maximal M activation rate 0.5 
DM Inactivation rate for M 0.05 
t1 T1 transformation threshold 0.07 
df Density factor [0.5, 1, 1.5] 
α Persistence force strength 0.1 
β Persistence force decay 0.1 
 
 
Supplemental Table 2. Related to Figures 1 and 2. Full set of parameters used to simulate migration under 
the biomechanical contractility model. All parameters have been normalized to be dimensionless (see 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). 
Model Figure References Parameter Changed Value 
BCC Low Adhesion 1L, 1M Λ 5 
BCC Low Friction 1L, 1M ηc 0.01 
BCC Low Contractility  1L, 1M k 0.04 
CCM 1I, 1K Eq. 8 in Sup. Exp. Proc. Γ = kc 
   kc = 0.8 
 
 
Supplemental Table 3. Related to Figure 1. Modified parameters used to model alternate cell types. All 
parameters have been normalized to be dimensionless (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). 
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Figure S1. Related to Figures 1 and 3. A. Cell density measurement diagram. Live-cell nuclear dye (left) 
and pseudocolored detected nuclei (right). Nuclei images were processed through adaptive thresholding and 
morphological operations to generate binary images of candidate nuclei. Watershed segmentation of the 
distance transform of this binary image was used to separate touching nuclei (right, nuclei colors assigned 
randomly to show distinctions). Scale bars 100 um. B. Radial correlation curves for WT cells plated at 
different starting densities (6x105 and 12x105 cells per 30mm dish). C. Value of correlation length (λ) 
obtained by fitting radial correlation curves. D. Plateau value (Cρ) obtained by fitting radial correlation 
curves. E. Directional correlation plots for WT cells plated at different starting densities (6x105 and 12x105 
cells per 30mm dish). F. Western blot for a-catenin in WT and acatKD cells. G. Radial correlation curves 
for WT, acatKD, and RhoCA cells at high density over a distance of 100 cell radii. H-J. Mean Square 
Displacement (MSD) across cell types and densities. The MSD follows a power law form with respect to 
time (inset equation in H). K. The value of the exponent of this power law across cell types and densities.  
L. Radial correlation curves for simulations at low and high density for domains of 1000 and 3000 cells. M. 
Radial correlation curves computed for the first 200 time-steps for low and high-density 3000 cell 
simulations.  Error envelopes are SEM. Each density is the mean of 12 (WT: 6x105), 6 (WT: 12x105), 6 

















































































































































































Figure S2. Related to Figure 2. A. WT cells fixed and stained for DAPI, phalloidin, and anti-pMLC. B. 
WT cells treated with 30 uM of the ROCK inhibitor Fasudil for 5 hours and fixed and stained in the same 
manner as A. C. RhoCA cells fixed and stained in the same manner as A. Arrowheads denote the enhanced 
formation of stress fibers (white arrows, phalloidin channel) and corresponding increases in the intensity of 
pMLC staining (yellow arrows, pMLC channel). D. Intensity of pMLC immunofluorescence per cell 
(signal divided by number of nuclei) normalized to the low-density value. Density conditions were 
generated in the same manner as migration experiments. E. Two parameterizations used to fit radial 
correlation data. The form of radial correlation function out to a radial distance of approximately 40 cell 
radii is an exponential decay to a constant (Fit 1), but beyond this distance, a mixed exponential-linear 
decay is observed (Fit 2, see Fig S1G). F. Lambda values computed from Fit 1 (using data out to 40 cell 
radii) plotted versus those computed from Fit 2 (using data out to 100 cell radii) show close agreement, 
supporting the validity of the simplified approach. G. Value of Crho from Fit 1 plotted versus the 
equivalent value, C(r=34), from Fit 2, showing close agreement. H. Correlation length computed using Fit 
2, compare to Fig 2J. I. C(r=34) computed using Fit 2, equivalent to Crho from Fit 1. Compare to Fig 2K. J. 













































Figure S3. Related to Figure 3. A. Example velocity fields with uniform, streaming, swirling, contracting, 
or expanding patterns. B. Radial-correlation computed for the velocity fields in A. C. Directional-
correlation computed for the same velocity fields. 
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Figure S4. Related to Figure 4. A. Spatiotemporal correlation normalized to zero delay time values for 
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Supplemental Figure 4. Loza et al. 
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Figure S5. Related to Figure 5. A. Fixed drosophila wing disk showing endogenous GFP expression, E-
cadherin staining, and anti-pMLC staining. Engrailed-Gal4 drives expression of ca-dROK and GFP and is 
limited to half of the wing disk (GFP positive region in panel 1). B. Representative border cell delamination 
event. C. Projected egg chamber area during border cell delamination. All Scale bars are 100 um. 
  
Supplemental Figure 5. Loza et al. 
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